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VUUNRABILIT EVALUATION OF THE *8 TANK,

AID CUPOIAS M AND N13, AGAINS SMALL APJ6 ATTACK (U)

First Report on OTAC Project IT-5098

(AD 127z6)

Dates of Test: 8 April to 22 October 1958

ABSTRAM (C)

One *8 tank, three MI commander's cupolas, and three M13 com-
ander's cupolas were submitted ft, AW .. u m for bal-

listic evaluation. Openings on the hull and turret as well as the
openings on the cupolas were investigated for passge of bullet frag-
ments into the vehicle and the );eying and locking of close-toleranced
surfaces by projectile imacts into and adjacent to these areas. Also
the direct and indirect vision devices were evaluated as to the pro-
tecton they afforded against ballistic attack. In the case of the N13
cupolas additional splash guards were installed and tested in an effort
to reduce the apparent lethality of the fragent spray vhch.entered
the ,cupola from projectile imacts arovnd the machine gun umtlet and
batch scams. The resulta of the test indicate that the *8 tank and
the two models of cupolas tested can be sufficiently dsamaged by small-
arms fire so as to compel the tank to withdraw from combat. It is
recommended that the deficiencies outlined '-i the test be corrected
by redesign of the vulnerable areas or additions of nylon splash shields
and armor deflecting strips,
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1. (C) INTRODUCTION

The United btates Army Armor Board in 1957 conducted limited bal-
listic tests on the 48 tank (frontispiece) utilizing small arms fii.
at the various openings on the vehicle. The results of these tests in-
dicated that certain areas and components of the hull and turret were
susceptible to dane from smill-arms fire; these were the openings
around the gun shield, the vision devices, the clearance opening be-
tween the turret and hull, and the cupola.

With the existence of these conditions a question arose concerning
the actual vulnerability of the M48 tank against ground weapons such
as the Soviet 7.62-= rifle and the Soviet 14.5--m antiaircraft machine
gun.

In view of the results obtained from the Armor Board's test
a decision was made by Ordnance Tank-Automotive Command to request
Aberdeen Proving Ground to conduct a thorough vulnerability analysis
of the W8 tank when attacked with small-arms projectiles. In addi-
tion, three la commander's cupolas as issued with the M8A2 tank and
three I4a3 commander' s cupolas as used on vehicles of the M59 armored
personnel carrier class were also submitted for test.

The object of these proposed tests was not only to determine
the vulnerability of the previously mentioned areas to bullet splash
and projectile penetration but also to ascertain the effect of small-
arms projectile impacts possibly keying and locking close-tolerance
surfaces. A hindering or immobilization of one or more operations vf
the main asament would cause the tank to withdraw from combat without
acccr;plishing its assigned mission.

At the beginning it was felt that Soviet weapons and ainimition
should be used in conducting these tests. The unavailability of mny
of these items precluded this desirable feature, hence the comparable
U. S. weapons were used.

Table I, comparing NATO/US small arms with their counterpart
Soviet weapons, has been prepared to aid the reader in forming a
comparison of these weapons.

5
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Table I. (S) Sumiary of NATO/US vs Soviet Small Arms

NATO/US SOVI

14 Rifle SK-Semi-Automztic Carbine

Caliber - 7.62-mm NATO Caliber - 7.62--un N1943 Short

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

Ball 146.5 2750 Ball 122 2411

API 146 2750 API 119 No data available

M60 Machine Gun SG-43 Mchine Gun (Goryunov)

Cal .ber - 7. 6 2-mm NATO Caliber - 7.62-mm Long

.) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

Ball 146.5 2750 Ball 185 2625

AP 146.5 2750 AP 184 2625

Browning Machine Gun, II, M2 DShK M1938 Machine Gufa

Caliber .50 Calib - 12.7-um

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

AP 718 2930 AP 78k 2822

API 622 3050 API 745 No data available

AFIT 624 3050 APIT 681 No data available

Penetration = 0.71 in. at 600 yd.

T17E5 Machine Gun (Discontinued) ZPU Machine Gunb

Caliber .60 Caliber - 14.5-m

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

API 1146 3310 API 979 3281

API 994 3281

with Tungsten core

Penetrates 0.79 in. at 1100 yd.

6
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NAT0/US SOVIET

M24 Automatic Aircraft Cannon VYa Automatic Aircraft Cannon

Caliber - 20-amn Caliber - 23-rm

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

API 20C0 2730 API 3019 2980

HEI 2035 2730 HEIT 3086 298r

(i) = Type projectile; (2) Grain weight of projectile;

(3) = Muzzle velocity.

a
,Information reveals this weapon is used singly on a ground mount by the

Soviet forces and on a quadruple mount by the Czech Army.

b Data available indicates this weapon may be encountered singly, in twins

and in quadruple mounts and its use is extensively employed by the
Soviet forces.

The information on the Soviet snall arms was supplied by the Ordnance
Tectical Intelligence Office, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland.

2. (U) DESCRIPTION OF MATERIEL

One Tank, .C,..- G: , 1448, Serial No. USA 9A6943 was made available by
OCO for this tes',. .. a addition three Nl commander's cupolas and three 13
commander's cupoiM were also submitted for test.

3. (C) DETAILS OF TEST

3.1 Procedure

The damage assessments made during this test were performed in
accordance with the criterion agreed upon during the Fourth Tripartite
Conference on Armor held in Quebec, P. Q. Canada on 21 to 25 October 1957.
This criterion is listed below:

a. A tank is knocked out if the main armament is put out of action
either because the crew has been rendered incapable of operating
it or because the armament or its associated equipment has been
so damaged as to render it inoperative and irreparable by the
crew on the battlefield.

7
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b. A tank is inobilized if it is incapable of executing controlled
movement and is irreparable by the crew on the battlefield.

c. A tank is destroyed if it is knocked out, immob li~ed and damed
beyond repair.

This criterion has been applied to tha test results in the left-hand
margin of the results section of this report, using the same numerical desi--
nation as used above.

On each projectile impact that caused damage to the vehicle and
required immediate repair before procoeding with the test, the total number
of hours for effecting this repair has been record. . These tqtal hours are
based on the use of an experienced three-wAn crew, the availability of an
overhiead crane at the test site, readily accessible flame-cutting and welding
equipment, and all daylight hours of operation. Thus it can be readily seen
that under combat conditions and possibly night operation considerably more
time might be required to effect repairs of the nature covered in this report.

In order to avoid confusion over the many areas and components sub-
jected to a ballistic test in this program the testing was divided into two
stages. Stage I dealt with the M48 tank and N1 cupolas and Stage II reports
the results obtained in the testing of the b43 cupolas. Each stage was fur-
ther subdivided into phases which referred to explicit areas, components or
conditions of attack.

3.2 ResultF

3.2.1 Stage I. Phase I. The initial phase of testing consisted of
impacting small-arms projectiles into the 1/2-inch opening between The tur-
ret and hull. This was done in an attempt to key or immobilize the turret,
thus eliminating or reducing the efficiency of the main armament of the tank.

3.2.1.1 Direct Frontal Attack. Ten rounds of caliber .30, AP, M2 pro-
jectiles were first fired into this opening. No damage to the traversing
operation resulted from these impacts; .however, one round did produce a
condition which required a slight extra effort to achieve manual traverse
to the left. This condition was quickly overridden and gave no additional
trouble.

The turret was completely locked in left traverse by one round
of caliber .50 ball, W ammunition impacting in this opening. This pro-
jectile penetrated the 5/16-inch dust or labyrinth ring that was tack-

a. welded to the hull. A 3-1/4 inch section of this ring was sheared off
at one tack weld and petalled in.c the corresponding dust ring of the
turret with sufficient force to proevent any left traverse of the turret.

8' CON FIDENTIAL
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':o rolieve this condition it was necessary to r~move the turret from the
.chicle before the petall~ed jortion of the ring could be removed. This
wor% was accoinlished in five. tours (Figure 1).

-JIM .L v,

Figur -* P9651 ycal Damage o Hull L abyrinth Ring Idhen imrpacted
withOal.~r.50 Ball Poet~ls

Thejr nex-, :;a, of to stiL Z consisted of firing five rounds of caliber
_0~, API, :x,;rjectiles into this opening ..ith the following results noted.

b, und 1 rez-ulted in a slight hindrance to left traverse but was easily over-
ridden m-anually and gave no adoational troubl>_ after the initial effort.
Round 3 i'=,Acted 1-1/4 inches below thu hull mounting ring and scooped up-
ward into the flat - ortion of this ring area raising l/4-inch-high petals
but did no da:7age to the traversing operation. Round 4 hit 3/4f inch above

8. the bo-ctomn cd~e of the turret and producce. a toving or bulging effect exten-
dirZ downrwrd 3/8i inch. When assessed alone neither of these impacts had any

CONFIDENTIAL
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effect on the traversing operation but would stop all traverse when tht
two areas would contact each other. This condition 'was relieved in 5
minutes by cutting off the ptalc on 'Lhe hull with a cold chisel. Rc-,nd
5 wed.,ed a 4-inc¢h section of the hull dust ring against the turret ring in
such a manner as to per-!.t only a 340 right traverse and a 2700 left traverse.
The turret had to be removed from the vehicle to relieve this condition and
restore free traverse. Approximately li-1/2 hours were utilized in correcting
this condition.

3.2.1.2 900 Flank Attack. One round of 20-rm, AP, M95 was fired in a
direct flank attack throudh a fender box, i.v.-acting 1 inch below the opening
b.tw-en the turret and hull. This projectile scooped upward into tae base of

a. the turret, closing the 1/2-inch openin6 and loc:klng the turret in the traverse
operation. Fifteen minutes of labor with a cutting torch was required to free
the turret (Figure 2).

Figure 2 - B29723: llurret Locked in Traverse by 20-m,, AP, M95 Projec-

tile Penetrating Fender Box and Impactin., into Turret and Hull Opening.

10
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3.2.1.3 150 Overhead Atlk. .In an effort to ascertain the height of the

vulnerable area above the 1/2-1-ich opening between the turret and the hull,
several rounds of caliber .60 wA 20-mm projectiles were impacted on the lower
edge of the side wall of the turret at piredetermined distances above the opening.
This was done to determine the possibility of impacts from overhead fire, as
from strafing aircraft, striking on the lower edge of the turret and suffi-
ciently depressing the armor so as to close the 1/2-inch opening, causing a
keying condition on the hull surface and thus locking the main armament in
traverse operation.

Two rounds of caliber .60, API, T39 projectiles impacted at
3/8 inch and 5/8 inch, respectively, at-ve the bottom !dge of the turret,

a. succeeded in depressing the armor along the edge, closing the 1/2-inch open-
ing and completely locking all traverse operation of the turret Fig... 3).

Onc projectile impacting
3/4 inch above this open-

... .... ing resulted in a locking
of the left traverse only.

In each of the three pre-
ceding instances 10 minutes
of labor with a cutting4 , _ torch was required to re-
store the turret to normal
operation.

One round of cali-. ber .60, API, T39 was

& -.. impacted on the hull
ledge beneath the bot-
tom edge of the turret to

determine if projectiles
impacting in this area

- -would ricochet upward into
j'. ...... the bottom edge of the tur-

v - ret and hamper the traversing

Figure 3 - B29722: urret Locked In operation. This projectile
Traverse Operation by 3aliber .60, API, scooped into the opening
T39 Projectile Impact. between the hull and turret,

bending the hull dust ring
into a hook shape and

jamming the turret in left traverse. ApproLimately three hours were required
to reove the turret from the vehicle, cut off the dust ring and reassemble
the turret to the hull.

Two rounds of 20-mm, AP, M5 projectiles were also impacted against
the bottom edge of turret from the 150 overhead position. One projectile strik-
ing 3/8 inch above the bottom edge of the turret failed to produce any hindrance

a. to the traversing operation. The seccnd round, impacting 1/2 inch above the bot-
tom edge of the turret, penetrated the turret on a downward course with the pro-
jectile nose keyed in the flat hull surface beneath the turret edge. This impact

11CONFIDENTIAL
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completely locked all traversing operations. Four hours wcre rcquired to remove
the turret, relieve the keying condition anC- reassemble the turret to the vehicle.

The round-by-round data for Phase I are contained in Appendix B.

3.2.2 Stage I. Phase II. The secord phase of testing consisted of an
evaluation of the protection afforded by the i.36 (T36) driver's periscopcs
when subjected to attack with small-arrs projectiles. During testing each
periscope was placed in the i'oriard periscope slot in the driver's compart-
ment and subjected to a projectile impact as follows:

No. of Type of

Periscopes Projectile Attack

2 Cal .30, AP, M2 00 - Normal tv block.

4 Cal .50, AP, W 00 - Nornal to block.

2 20-mm, AP, 1195 150 Overhead - Normal to block.

The two periscopes attacked with the caliber .30, AP, 112 projectiles
suffered 501p and 85% destruction of visibility, respectively. No glass frag-
ments were dis-lsz rca c ther eye prism and each periscope could have been
readily replaced by the driver from within the vehicle without outside assis-
tance (Figure 4).

7aree of the periscopes impacted with the caliber .50, AP, 2 pro-
jectiles sustained 10(Y destruction of visibility. In each of these three
instances the plastic body of the periscope was sheared and the top prism
.o c:op 'y displaced from its normal position (Figure 5) In all three of

thes' cases the driver would have been able to effect a rapid, unassisted
changTe from within the vehicle under fire. The fourth periscope in this
group suffered 75 destruction of visibility and no shearing of the plastic
body occurred. Although this item suffered the least damage of the four
periscopes attacked with the caliber .50 projectiles it was this last unit
which would have caused the tank crew the most trouble in making a replace-
ment under fire. A 2- by 2-5/8 inch opening on the rear of the metal top
prism frame petalled out cver the limits of the periscope slot and would not
permit the periscope2 to be withdrawn into the driver's compartment for re-
placenent rithout assistance from someone on the exterior of the vehicle
(Figure 6). The eye prisms of the four periscopes were badly cracked but
no glass frao..ents were displaced to injure the driver's eyes, although
some glass dust was observed to filter down into the driver's co.npartment
as a result of the 2rojectile impacts in the upper prism.

The two periscopes impacted with the 20-mi, AP, M9 5 projectile
from a 15° ovrh5a0 attack suffered l00% destruction of visibility. Both
plastic bodies wecr shuared off at the top -f the eye prism and the top

Z.:ctionL were cor-plctly displaced from the .criz, -.poe slot. On one periscope

t.o glass frag,.nts m.-asuring 15/16 by 1/2 inch and 7/16 by 1/8 inch were dis-
placed from the (_ ye prism. None of the displaced fragments retained a residual

CONFIDENTIAL
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vzlocity sufficient to mark a piece of light cardboard suspended behind and
underneath the periscopes. Some glass dust did filter down through the peri-
scope opening into the driver's compartment as a result of th- projectile im-
pacts shearing the plastic bodies (Figure 7).

In one instance the 20-mm, AP, 15 projectile, after passing through
the top prism of the periscope, scooped across the hull top and locked the
driver's hatch in the closed position. This hatch could not have been freed
by the driver from the interior of the tank. Twenty minutes of labor by two
men, working on the c:terior of the vehicle, using he ners, cold chisels, and
wrecking bars was required to release this hatch (Figure 8). The round-by-
round data for Phase II are contained in Appendix C.

3.2.3 Stage I. Fhase III. The third phase of testing consisted of an
attempt to key or lock the main armament of the tank by impacting 20-mm, AP, M95
,proJetiies in and around the mantlet or gun shield. All firing in this phase
was conducted from a 150 overhead attact simulating aircraft fire.

The first stage of this phase consisted of a 900 flank attack, mea-
sured 900 off the longitudinal axis of the turret on the right side with the
20-mm, armor-piercing projectile fired into the area between the forward edge
of the turret and the rear of the gun shield. Foux impacts in this area failed
to produce any hindrance to the elevating or depressing operation of the main
weapons. One round did penetrate the coaxial telescope mounting area in the
mantlet and would have destroyed the usefulness of this scope had one been
mounted in position.

Two rounds were fired at the top of the mantlet between the turret
and gun shield in a direct flank condition in an effort to wedge the projec-
tile in the opening between the top of tae shield and turret, thereby locking
the gun in elevation and depression. Both rounds were observed to ricochet
barmlessly off the mantlet and neither impact caused any damage to the ele-
vating or depressing operation of the main weapon.

No testing was conducted in a direct frontal attack condition due
to the fact that the opening on the front of the turret is adequately pro-
tected against overh '. attack by the mantlet or gun shield with the 90-a
gun at 00 elevation.

The round-by-round data for Phase III are contained in Appendix D.

3.2.4 Stage I. Phase IV. The fourth phase of testing consisted of an
attempt to immobilize the traversing operation of the I1 commander's cupola
miounted on the M4.8A2 tank. Testing in this phase was conducted from a 150
ovcrh, ad position simulating battle strafing aircraft attack and cnemy small-
ar.as fire from elevated positions such as hilltops and the second or third
story of a building. The cupola was subjected to attack by caliber .30, AP,
12, caliber .50, AP, 12 and caliber .60, API, T39 projectiles.

16
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Figure 8 - B29721: Objective Prism Displaced and
Driver's Hatch Keyed Shut by One Impact of a 20-rn, AP,
N95 Projectile.

Six rounds of caliber .30, AP, YP projectiles were fired into the
area at the base of the cupola and the top of the turret. None of these
impacts produced a keying condition that hindered the traversing operation
of the cupola.

A total of six rounds of caliber .50, AP, Y2 projectiles were fired
into this area with a partial keying condition resulting from one impact. In
this instance the core of the projectile passed through the base rim of the
cupola, fractured, aud left a piece of the core sticking in the top of the
turret beneath the cupola. The cupola could not be traversed to the left
from its position at point of impact but could be traversed 3600 to the right
until contact was made between the damaged arees on the underside of the
cupola and turret top. One hour was required to pull the cupola and clear
the ring area using hammers and cold chisels to restore the traversing oper-
ation. No damage to the operation of the cupola was noted on the remaining
five impacts.

Two rounds of caliber .60, API, T39 projectiles were also fired at
the base of the cupola. Both rounds succeeded in completely locking the
cupola in position. In the case of Round No. 1, a 1-7/8 inch section of the
cupola dust ring was displaced and lodged against the turret, locking the

18
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cupola in place. In addition, the retaining ring on the underside of the
cupola -was bowed downward 3/4 inch, resulting in a locking eondition on the
turret top. One hour wag required to relieve these locking conditions and
put the cupola back into operation. The srall section of dust ring was re-
moved with a hammer and cold chisel and the bowed section of the retaining
ring was removed by flame cutting. It should be noted that after the sec-
tion of the retaining ring was removed the t a'rsing operation of the
cupola was not so easily accomplished due to the loss of some of the plas-
tic ball bearings from the cupola ring. However, >-.d a spare cupola not
been readily available this tank could have been back in action in one
hour as a result of these hasty repairs. The second impact with a cae:...er
.60, AP projectile also locked the cupola in the traverse operation. In
this instance a large bow of the retaining strip measuring 4 inches along
the cord line and 3/4 inch in depth locked the cupola to the turret top...
No effort was made to repair this dama.ge.

The round-by-round data for Phase IV are contained in Appendix E.

3.2 j Stage I. Phase V. This phase consisted of ballistic attacks
on the cupola vision blocks with caliber .30 and .50 armor-piercing and
ball ammunition. The blocks were subjected to attacks from 150 overhead
and 00 to the bloc' riti the caliber .50, and at 150 overhead attack with
with the caliber .30.

Large pieces of glass were displaced from the rear of the two
vision blocks attacked with the caliber .50, AP, M2 projectiles,, fired
from 150 overhead. All of the blocks suffered a complete penetration
by the projectile and the other block deflected the projectile upward
into the top of the vision block fr&ed in the cupola wall. In view of
the apparent vulnerab'.lity of the vision blocks to the caliber -50, AP
projectiles in this attack condition, one vision block was sub ectod
to attack with a caliber .50 ball projectile fired from the 15 overhead
position. In this case the core of the projectile penetrated the vision
block causing damage to the block similar to that caused by the armor-
piercing projectiles.

In an effort to evaluate the efficiency of a metal-rimmed

clear plastic shield, provided by Detroit Arsenal, two rounds of caliber
.50, armor-piercing ammunition utilizing reduced charges were next im-
pacted against two v-.ion blocks. This metal-rimmed clear plastic shield
was fabricated to a slightly larger configuration than the rear surface
of a vision block and was mounted to the rear of the block by the three
bolts locking the block-retaining wedge in place. The purpose of these
shields was to determine if such an item would effectively trap any small
fragments or glass dust which might be dislodged from the rear of a vision
block by pD-ojectile impacts, hence adding further protection for the tank
coumsnder'z eyes (Figure 9). These two rounds were fired at an estimated
striking velocity of 2500 fps. On the first block, without the shield,
the projectile lodged in the block, displaced two large fragments plus

I9CON FIDENTIAL
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numerous small fragments and glass dust from the rear of the block. The
second block, with the shield in place, was penetrated by the projectile
and the shield was destroyed.

The next stage of testing consisted of impacting two vision blocks

with the caliber .30, AP,
W projectiles, fired at
service velocity, from
the 150 overhead position.
Neither block was penetra-
ted by the proJectiles but
some fine glass fra6mentsI were displaced from t'2e
rear of each block. The
fragments off the second
block were effectively

- ..- , trapped and contained by
the_ experimental shield.

The last two vision
Figure 9: Metal-Rimmed Shield With blocks were tested with the

Clear Plastic Removed. caliber .50, AP, 12 projec-
tiles, fired at service
velocity, at 00 elevation
normal. to the glass. As

in the case of the latter two blocks, neither one was penetrated by the -rn-
jectile but some fine glass fragments were displaced from the rear surface.
Again the experimental shield effectively trapped all fragments displaced
from the second block.

The round-by-round data for Phase V are contained in Appendix F.

3.2.6 Stage I. Phase VI. The sixth phase of testing consisted of subjec-
ting the M. cupola to bullet-splash and keying tests around the machine gun (NG)
mantlet or cradle and the hatch cover on the rear of the cupola. In order to
ascertain the density of bullet splash caused by ball ammunition striking and
breaking up in or near the various openings of the cupola each area tested
was sealed off with heavy brown (Kraft) wrapping paper on the interior of the
cupola. The caliber .30, ball, N projectile, fired at service velocity, was
used throughout the testing conducted in Phase VI.

The first area tested for bullet splash was the opening on the right
front surface of the M cradle through which the barrel support and barrel of
the caiber .50 IC protrude. Testing was accomplished with a caliber .50 ,43
in position with the ballistic ring in place. This ring clamps over the rear
portion of the barrel support, which remains within the interior of the cra-
dle and is designed to close any tolerance between the barrel support and
opening in the cradle when the M is positioned in the cupola. The two rounds
of caliber .30 ball ammunition impacted in this area resulted in the passage of
mnuerous fragments into the cupola as shown in the following tabulation:
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Size of Fragmnt Holes in Splash Paper

Round No. i i. 34 in. 112 1

1 0 1 1 34~

2 1 0 1 57

The second projectile impact located in this area sheared the ballistic
ring locking strap and bent the ring out of line (Figure 10).

The second area, the opening
on the side between the G mantlet
and the front of the cupola, was
tested for a keying condition. This
area was subject-d to a direct flank
attack with. _i. -w eapon -t 00 eleva-
tion. One rosad of caliber .30 ball

ammunition impacting in this opening
completely locked the MG in eleva-
tion and depression. Fifteen min-
utes of work with hammers and cold
chisels was required to release
this keying condition.

The third area, the opening
between the bottom of the M cradle

and the bottom of the cradle opening,
was subjected to a bullet-sn!ash test
fired as a direct frontp-. attack with
the Miv in maximu elevation. Three

Figure 10: Damage to Ballis- rounds of caliber .30 ball projec-

tic Ring Resulting From One Impact tiles were impacted into this opening

of Caliber .30 Ball Ammunition. and produced such a dense fragment
pattern in the cupola that the Krcalf
paper was completely destroyed after
each round.

The seam around the sides of the hatch on the rear of the cupola
was the fourth area tested in this phase. This seam was subjected to a
bullet-splash test ir4th caliber .30 ball projectiles. Three rounds were
impacted on this seam and no fragment passage into the cupola was noted.

The last area subjected to a bullet-splash test on the MI cupolas
was the seam at the bottom of the cupola hatca and the base of the cupola.
Two rounds of caliber .30 ball projectiles impacted on this seam resulted

in the passage of fragments into the cupola as follows:
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Size of Fragment Holes in Splash Paper
Round No.- 1/2 in. 3/81* 114 /8 in.

1 2 1 1 4 103

2 0 0 0 1 62

The fL st projectile impacted 1-1/8 inches right of the left bottom
edge of the batch cover. A 5/8-inch hole was noted in the fragment trap or
dust ring on the cupola base as a result of this impact. The second round
impacted 5/8 inch right of Round No. 1, displacing a portion of the rubber
,water seal around the perimeter of the hatch cover.

The round-by-round data for Phase VI are contained in Appeindix G.

3.2.7 Stage I. Phase VII. The final phase consisted of resistance-to-
penetration tests of the armor of the Ml commander's cupola. As outlined

n. the directive protection ballistic limits were to be obtained on the
cupola from a 150 overhead position and also at 00 elevation.

The first area subjected to a resistance-to-penetration test was
the machine gun mantlet with a measured obliquity of 350. This area das
att,.ckcd with the caliber .50, AP, W4 projectile fired from the 150 overhead
pos:.tion. The second area test was the right side of the cupola, above the
vision blocks, with an obliquity of 420. Thickness measurements of this
area ranged from 1.06 inches to 1.25 inches with an average thickness of
1.17 inches. This section was. attacked with the caliber .50, AP, M2., and
20-me, AP, M95 projectiles fired from the 150 overhead position. The third
area subjected to the resi',tance-to-penetration tests was the hatch at the
rear of the cupola. Thickness measurements in the area subject t.. ballip-
tic attack ranged from 0.84 inch to 0.94 inch with an average thickness of
0.89 inch, and a 370 obliquity. This area was attacked with the 20-mm, AP,
M95 projectile fired from the 150 overhead position from direct rear.

In none A' the three areas outlined above was it possible to ob-
tain a protection ballistic limit. No complete penetrations of the cupola
armor resulted from projectile impacts although in each condition of attack
the striking velocities of the impacting projectiles exceeded the muzzle
velocities of service ammunition for their respective calibers.

The round-by-round data for Phase VII are contained in Appendix H.

3.2.8 Stage II. Phase I. The first area of the N13 cupolas subjected
to a bullet-splash test was the opening for the caliber .50 MW in the right
front s,. :.-face of the MGt cradle. This area was subjected to three impacts
by caliber .30 ball ammunition around the perimeter of the caliber .50 M
barrel support and none of the fragments from these rounds was observed to
enter the interior of the cupola.
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The second area subjected to a bullet-splash test was the opening
between the bottom edges of the 14G cradle and the cupola ring. One round
of caliber .30 ball ammunition was fired to impact 1 inch above the bottom
edge of the cradle in a direct frontal attack with the NG in maximum ele-
vation. This round resulted in such a dense fragment spray into the cupola
that the Kraft paper was deotroyed. In view of this result testing in this
area was suspended.

The third area tested for a bullet-splash condition was the cupola
hatch seam. This area was subjected to a 900 flank attack with two rounds
of caliber .30 ball ammunition. As a result of these two impacts on this
setbm the following fragments were noted to have entered the cupola:

---- Hfole 6ie In Splash Paper

Round No. in. 1 in. n / Total

1 0 2 0 5 7

2 1 3 4 14 22

A 3-3/4 inch section of the dust shield was also bent out of
shape as a result of Round No. 2.

The round-by-round data for Phase I are contained in Appendix I.

3.2.9 Stage II. Phase II. The second phase of tusting was also a
bullet-splash test with special splash guards welded into place around
the M cradle and hatch-cover seam. These special splash guards were
assembled to the cupola at this proving ground. These guards were in-
stalled to very close tolerances around the openings in an effort to re-
duce the lethal fragment spray entering the cupola.

The first area subjected to test with the new guards in place
was the opening between the bottom of the NG cradle and the cupola base.
Two rounds of caliber .30 ball were fired at this opening, one at the
bottom edge of the cradle and one directly into the openin ; with the MG
in maximum elevation. Both impacts resulted in such a de.ise fragment
spray entering the cupola that the Kraft paper was completely destroyed.
On the third impact into this area the cradle was depressed four turns
wnder maximum elevation and the projectile impacted on the cradle 1 inch
above the opening. One 5/16-iLch, one 1/4-inch and twenty-two 1/8-inch
perforations from fragment spray were recorded on the Kraft paper (Fig-
ure U1).

In an effort to effectively trap the consistent fragment
spray through this opening an aluminum shield was clamped to the cupola
frame to the rear of the MS cradle. This aluminum shield was used in
addition to the splash guards that had been inctalled previously.
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Figure Ul: Black Arrows Indicate Splash Guard Installed at Bottom of
IG Cradle and Cupola Bas:.

Three rounds of caliber .30 ball amuition were fired in this area with the
following results:

Rd Fmnt Size Damge to
No. Location of Impact 1/ n. 11i. Total Aluminum Shield

1 On the opening Destroyed paper - Badly bent

2 !-1/41 in. above opening i1 U 22 No damage

3 3/4 in. above opening Destroyed paper - Badly bent

The abr.-' rounds impacted on the cradle from a direct frontal attack with
che .t "'adle in maximum elevation.

The next area subjected to a bullet-splash test with the splash
guaras welded in place vas the opening between the top of the t cradle
and the cupola top. This area was subjected to an impact with one caliber
.30 ball projectile fired from a 300 overhead attack with the M in maximum
depression. This projectile struck on the top edge of the cradle, glanced
into the opening and the resulting fragment spray destroyed the Kraft pa.per
(Figure 12).

The final area to be tested against bullet splash with the new
splash guards in place was the seam at the base of the cupola hatch and the
cupola base ring. One round of caliber .30 ball ammunition hit directly on
the opening, and produced one 1/8-inch hole and thirty 1/16-inch holes in
the raft paper. The aluminum shield wh.Vib was in place for this impact iwas
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Figure 12. Bl ack :Irrovs Indicate Splash Guard In-
stalled at Top of rA CraCUle ai~d Top of Cupola.

also bent. N~o fragmentation o n the interior of the cupola was noted from two
succeeding rounds impacting on tha edge of' t!1 = -,'-a ring (Figure 13).

The detailed test data for Pha:ze II are _,-,-t~ined in Appendix J.

3.2.10 Stage II. Phase III. The third phase of testing consisted of
attempts to iz~nobilize the elevating and depressing action of the MG2 -radle
and the traversing operation of the cupola by imnpact of small-armns projectiles
at critical points.

The M, meantlet was subjected to a direct flank attack using the
caliber .310, AP, .2 projectile. One round impacted 3/8 inch below the frame
and scooped into the side of the cradle. The second projectile impacted on
the forward edge of the frame and also -.cooped in the side of the cradle.
Neither impact resulted in any damage -%o the elevating and depressing action
of the M4 cradl~e. One caliber .30, AP, W. projectile fired from a 300 flank
attack hit in the opening between the M,1 cradle and the frame member and com-
pletely locked the elevating and depressing operations of the cradle.
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The second area to be subjected to an ... obilization tcst ;&: t:u

opening between the cupola and the cupola base ring. Five rounds c'- :alibcr
•30 AP ammunition were impacted into this opening before the traversing oper-
ation of the cupola was prevented. After the first two impacts a 9rindir-Z
noise was heard and manual traverse began to get more difficult. Tnese con-
ditions progressively increased with each succeeding impact until impact num-
ber 5 locked the c'.ola to a 710 right traverse and 7P° left traverse (Figure 14).
One other MI3 cup'!.a was subjected to the immobilization test of the travers-
ing operation In this case one round of caliber .50 AP ammunition was fired
into the opening between the cupola and cupola base ring and com.pletely locked
the cupola sc that it could not be traversed (Figure 15).

. Figure 14 B32060: Damage to Figur. 15 - B32061: Damage .to
Cupola Mounting Ring, and Bearings Cupola !.bunting Ring and Bearings
Resulting From Five Impacts of Cal- Caused by One Round of Caliber .50,
iber .30, AP, 1.2 Projectiles. AP, 10 Ammunition.

The detailed test data for Phase III are ccntained ii. Appendix K.
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3.2.11 Stage II. Phase IV. The fourth and final phase of tectirng of the
Ifl-3 cupola consisted of a resistance-to-penetration test of the cupola a-rmor.
This was done in order to determine the level of protection afforCed by these
cupolas to direct attack by small-arms projectiles. The four areas subjected
to attack and the results are outlined as follows:

Protcction Bal- Ecuivalent
Projectile Area Tested listic LLuit, fps Rae, yd

Cal .30, AP, M2 Right side - 900 Flank No BL(P) obtained

Above vision blocks Hi PP(P) = 3430 -

Cal .50, AP, I. Right side - 900 Flank 2463 380

APove Vision Blocks

Cal .50, AP, 1.2 Cupola Roof - 150 overhead No BL(P) obtained
Hi PP(P) : 2864 -

Cal .50, AP, 2 Cupola Hatch - 150 overhead 2382 440

Equivalent range is based on a muzzle velocity of 2935 fps for the caliber
.50- AP, W projectile.

Round-by-round data for Phase IV are contained in Appendix L.

3.3 Observations

3.3.1 Stage I. The results obtained in Phase I indicate that the opening
between the t2-ret and hull is vulnerable to small-arms attack from both di-
rect and overhead fire. The labyrinth ring can be damaged by projectiles
of the caliber .50 class and larger, so as to seriously impede the traversing
operation, and the 20-mm AP projectile can completely prevent the traversing
operation of the turret when this area is subjected to a direct attack. Also
the traversing operation can be prevented when the clearance is attacked
from the 150 overhead position simulating strafing aircraft fire by both the
caliber .60 and 20-mm projectiles. These impacts key the 1/2-inch opening
between the turret and hull. It is possible that a heavy flange could be
w-elded to the bottom edge of the turret which would effectively protect
this opening against small-arms fire.

The protection afforded against ballistic attack by the [36
driver's periscope, tested in Phase II, was deemed adequate. Although a few
glass fragments were displaced from the eye prisms by the 20-mn projectile
impacts it was observed that These fragments did not appear to have sufficient
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velocity tu injure the driver's eyes. The fact should be noted that in the

design of future periscopes consideration might be given to discarding the
metal case around the sides and rear of the outer prism. It is felt that
by this action the possibility of having a damaged periscope jammed in

position by petal' ing of the rear metal case would be eliminated and re-
placement by the ariver from within the "buttoned-up" vehicle would be
facilitated.

The area around the gun shield opening, tested in Phase III,
successfully withstood any keying or locking conditions as a result of
small-arms impacts.

The traversing operation of the Ma commander's cupola as re-
ported in Phase 1V, withstood attack from the caliber .30 projectiles but

suffered partial immobilization from caliber .50 projectile attack. Com-
plete traversing immobilization was encountered from the caliber .60 pro-
je.ctiles penetrating the base of the cupola and bowing the remaining strip
so as to pnress on the turret top. It is thought that a flange welded to
the base of the cupola would sufficiently strengthen this area and prevent

projectiles of this type from penetrating the base and causing this lock-
ing condition.

Due to the extreme vulneiability of the cupola vision blocks,
oncountered in Phase V, when attacked with small-arms projectiles, it is
suggestcd that serious consideration be given to the adoption of indirect
vision devices in the design of future cupolas.

In view of the heavy concentration of fragments from impacting

-*)'o ctil-s Lntcring the cupola around the 1.U mantlet opening on the for-
-rd portion of the cupola, it is felt that a nylon splash shield might
be installed in the cupola and effectivcly ixduce this hazard to the com-

mander. In the case of the projectile striking botwcen the MG shield and
forward edges of the cupola an extension of the gun-shield to the sides

would protect this area from projectile impacts. A suggestion is also

offered that in the case of the fragment passage to the interior of the

cupola at the sear. on the bottom edge of the cupola hatch, a correction

can be made by the installation of a splash shield on the inside perimeter

of the cupola ring.

The results obtained in the resistance-to-penetration tests of

the cupola armor covered in Phase VII show the protection afforded by the
armor to be adequate against the calibers of projectiles used in the test.

The vulnerability of the clearances on the 1448 tank and 11

cupola to bullet splash and immobilization does not seem to be a sig-
fiant factor when the size of each area of clearance is considered

individually. The condition does become important for consideration

when it is realized that nearly all of the clearance areas are subject

to attack at the seme time and do present a sizeable target when con-

sidered as a unit. The probability of a hit on the clearances, from straf-

ing aircraft or harassing fire from a ground-mounted heavy machine gun
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of the Soviet ZPU type, is a factor that must be studied in determinirZ re-
quirements for corrective design.

3.3.2 Stage II. A study of the results obtained from the bullet-splash
t-zts around the MG cradle and hatch cover of the N13 cupolas shows the de-

gree of vulnerability of these areas to small-&rms projectiles which strike
near openings. The projectiles fracture and follow the contour of cupola
components into the cupola itself and may injure or kill the vehicle com-
mander. The fact is readily apparent that the splash shields, especially
designed to reduce this hazard, did not measurably add to the level of
protection against these fragments. It is felt that possibly a nylon splash
shield attached to the interior of the cupola would increase the level of
protection to an acceptable degree.

To avoid the keying of the MG cradle in its elevating and depres-
sing action the flange-like shield on the exterior of the M cradle could
be extended to the sides so as to furnish more protection to this area. The
immobilization of the cupola with respect to traverse operation, by projec-
tiles hitting in the opening between the cupola and cupola base ring, may
be corrected. The installation of a circular deflecting shield around the
circumference of the cupola so that it covers the opening completely would

deny access to small-arms projectiles.

4. (c) CONTcusIoNS

4.1 Stage I

a. The opening between the turret and hull is vulnerable to

zmall-arms attack from both direct and overhead fire.

b. The M36 driver's peiiscopes afforded adequate protection
against ballisti c attack.

c. Small-arms attack directed into the area aroun4 the gun
shield will not cause immobilization of the gun and
gun shield.

d. The traversing operation of the NI commander's cupola
can be partially impaired by caliber .50 attack and
completely iimobilized when attacked with caliber .60

API projectiles.

e. The cupola vision blocks are extremely vulnerable to
ballictic attack with small-arms ammunition.

f. The openings around the machine gun mantlet of the M1
cupola are extremely vulnerable to bullet splash and key-
ing from small-arms projectile impacts.
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4.2 Stage II

a. The arcas around the machine gun mantlet and hatch cover
of the M3 commander's cupola are extremely vulnerable
to the passage of bullet splash.

b. The additional metal splash shields installed in the N13
cupola did not measurably increase the protection against
bullet splash.

c. The elevating, depressing and traversing operations of the
113 cupola are subject to imobilization by attack with
small-arms projectiles.

d. A visual inspection of the vision-blocks in the N13 cupola
shows their obliquity is less than the vision blocks of
the M cupola and therefore the 13 cupola vision blocks
may be expected to be more vulnerable to small-arms fire
from the ground.

5. (C) RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Stage I

It is recommended that:

a. The 1/2-inch opening between the turret and hull of the 1.48
tank be protected from small-arms fire by the addition of
a heavyj armor flange welded to the bottom edge of the turret.

b. The metal casing around the objective prism of the M36
driver's periscopes be eliminated.

c. A flare be welded to the base of -;he N0 commander's
cupola to prevent locking of the traversing operation
when attackcd with small-arms fire.

d. Due to the extreme vulnerability of the vision blocks of
the M1 cupola when attacked with small-arms projectiles,
serious consideration be given to the adoption of indirect
vision devices in the design of future cupolas.

c. A nylon splash shield be installed ou the interior of the
M1 cupola around the openings of the machine gun mantlet
to trap the lethal fragment spray encountered in this
area.
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f. An extension be made to the "ears" on the flanges in the sides
of the machine gun rantlet to prevent small-arms projectiles
from impacting in the area between the machine gun shield and
the forward edges of the 11 cupola and tbLs locking the mant-
let in elevation and depression.

g. A splash shield be installed on the inside perimeter of the
cupcla ring to prevent passage of bullet splash from small-
arms projectiles impacting on the bottom edge of the M cupola

5.2 stase II

It is recommended that:

a. A nylon splash shield be installed on the interior of the M13
cupola arcund the machine gun mantlet to trap the lethal frag-
ment spray encountered in this area.

b. Mtal splash shields be installed around the hatch cover of
the 1413 cupola to deny entrance into the cupola of bullet
splash resulting from impacting small-arms projectiles.

c. An extension be made of the "ears" on flanges on the sides of
the machine gun mantlet to prevent small-arms projectiles from

irpacting in the area between the machine gun shield and the
forward edge of the M13 cupola frame and thus locking the mant-
let in elevation and depression.

d. The small opening between the 1-3 cupola body and cupola bat ,_
be protected from small-arms fire by the addition of a circular
deflecting shield welded to the circumference of the cupola body.

WUB . I
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Correspondence

8Q3o 42.l-1Jl-15504-00-0-623 Basic
Page 2 cf 7 Paes

iNDUSTETAL DIVISION
IND S IAL ENGINEERING RAJCH

TEST DIRECTIVE NO; IT 5098

DA: 13 eb 58

Project: Vulnerability Evaluation M48 Tank and Cupolas M-1 and M-13.

Obective: To determine keying resistance of t".ret hull and gun
shield turret clearances, splash resistance of cupola clearances, and
penetration resistance of cupola armor frc attack by U. S. weapons most
representative of the 7.62m, 14.5=, 23= and 37m USSR types.

.Background-- In 1957 the United States Armor Board conducted some
ballistic tests on the M48 tank. The results of their testing indicatee.
that certain areas of the vehicle, i.e., gun shield, cupola, turret rings
and vision devices, were susceptible to damage by small arms fire. This
subsequeently raised the question of actual vulnerability against such
ground weapons as the Soviet 7.62mm rifle and the Soviet 1 4 .5m anti-
aircraft machine gun and such aircraft eapons as the 23= and 37=a
automatic cannon. Similar vulnerability information has been solicited
regarding the M-13 ight cupola.

Ballistic tests to determine resistance to penetration of roof and
cupola armor from 23im and 37m aircraft fire will not be required.
Similarity of armor desi.gn will permit the use of test data obtained from
testLng the M47 vehicle. The results of this testing are reported in
APG ?iring Records P-59793, P-61112, and P-61716.

The foalowing program shall be conducted to ballistically evaluate
the questionable items and areas against American eapor ;.,ost representa-
tive of the USSR types indicated above.

Item Description:

a. M48A1 Tank (Registration No. 9A943) with commander's
cupola M-1.

b. Two (2) extra ccmmander's cupolas (M-1) (Without M.G.).

c. Three (3) MJ3 Cupolas and tpst stand. (Without M.G.).
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1. Preparation for Test:

a. Turret telescopes and range finders should be removed.
Telescopes however should be simulated.

b. Cupola machine guns will be simulated.

c. When deemed necesss--a witness material shall be utilized to
facilitate damage assessment.

2. Description of Test:

a. Hull (448)

(a) Vision Blocks (Driver)

(a) Weaoons & Conditions of Test

I. 20 AP M95 at 150 above horiz. - normal to
block at M. V.

* 2. Cal. .30 AP M2 at 00 above horiz. - normal to
block at M. V.

. Cal. .50 AP M2 at 00 above horiz. - norl to
block at M. V.

(b) Test Objective

1. 20(n phase - block shearing, residual damage.

2. Cal. .30 phase - Res. to penetration, residual
damage.

3. Cal. .50 phase - Res. to penetration, residual
,i'sge.

b. Turret (;48)

(1) Gun Shield

(a) Weapons & Conditions of Test

1. 20Cz AP M95 at 300 above horiz. - at M. V.

a. Direct frontal

b. Direct Flank

(b) Test Objectives
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1. Susceptibility to immobilization

(2) Turret Ring

(a) Weapons & Conditions of Test*

1. Cal. 30 AP M2 at 00 - at M.V. A number of
these firings

2. Cal. 50 Ball M2 at 00 - at M.V. will be attempted
through fender

Cal. 60 AP at 0 - at M. V. boxes.

(b) Test Objectives

1. Susceptibility to immobilization and influence of
-external objects to decrease hit probability.

c. M Commnder' Cupola (M48)

(1) Vision Blocks **

(a) Weapons & Conditions of Test

1. Ca!. 50 AP M2 - 300 above horiz. - normal to
block - at M. V.

(b) Test Objective

.. Resistance to penetration - residual damage.

(2) Cupola Armor **

(a) Weapons and Conditions of Test

1. Cal. 50 AP or Wun - 300 above horiz. and
00

a. Direct frontal

b. Direct flank

c. Direct rear

d. Roof (300 above hcriz. only)

* Subsequent testing with the larger caliber projectile will be
discontinued should immobilization occur with the malle c'i ber
projectile.

** Testing shall be conducted with cupo3a off vehicle.
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(b) Test Objective

1. Ballistic limit (protection)

(3) Cupola Ring

(a) Weapons & Coditions of Test *

1. Cal. 30AP N2 at 0 -at M. V.

2. Cal. 50 AP N2 at 0 -at M. V.

-. Cal. 60 AP atO O - at M. V.

(b) Test Objective

1. Susceptibility to immobilization

(4) Cupola Openings

(a) Weapons and Conditions of Test

1. Cal. 30 BallM2 at M. V.

a. Hatch clearance on roof

b. Machine gun openings

(b) Test Objectives

1. Susceptibility to bullet splash.

d. M13 Comeuander's Cupola

(2) Cupola Armor

(a) Weapons and onditions of Test

1. Cal. 30 AP M2 - 300 above horiz. and 00

a. Direct flank

b. Roof (300 above horiz. only)

* Subsequent testing with the larger caliber projectile will be
discontinued should imobilization occur with the small caliber
projectile.
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2. Cal. 50 AP W - 300 above hor. and 0°

a. Direct flank

b. Roof (300 above horiz. only)

(b) Test Objective

1. Ballistic limit (protection)

(2) Cupola Ring

(a) Weapons and Conditions of Test

1. Cal. 30 AP W at 00 - at M. V.

(b) Test Objective

1. Susceptibility to immobilization

(3) Cupola Openings

(a) Weapons and Conditions of Test

1. Cal. 30 Ball N2 at M. V.

a. Hatch clearance on roof

b. Machine gun openings

(b) Test Objectives

1. Susceptibility to Bullet Splash.

3. Photographic Coverage:

Photographs will be taken of those test conditions and results
considered necessary for clarity to :-epresent the damage incurred on the
item tested. Unique delge results shall also be photographed.

4. Reports:

One formal report will be required. in addition to the basic
distribution established by the industrial Engineering Branch, Industrial
Division, OTAC, the following are required:

Headquarters, OTAC, Detroit Arsenal
Center Line, Michigan
Attention: ORDMC-II.60- 1 copy
Attention: ORDNC-RM.1 - I copy
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5. Agencies Involved:

a. Ordnance Tank Automotive Command
Industrial Division
Industrial Engineering Branch
Materials Section

b. Aberdeen Proving Ground
Development and Proof Services
Automotive Division
Armor Branch

6. Item Avallability. One (1) *48A1 tank, Registration No. 9A943 avail-
able at. Armor Branch, Automotive Division, APG, with one (1) M-1 cupola. Two
(&) additlonal M-1 cupolas complete with vision blocks will be available to
arrive APG by Wxich 5, 1958. Three (3) M-13 cupolas complete with vision
blocks and test st.and will be shipped to arrive at APG by ?rch 20, 1958.

7. Desired Completion Date: It is desired that M48 vehicle and M-1
cupola testing be completed by March 15, 1958 and M-13 cupola testing be com-
pleted by March 28, 1958 Preparation and distribution of final report is

,,requested on or before 1 June 1958,

8. Disposition of Items: Upon coqpletion of testing, all cupolas may be
disposed of in accordance with existing regulations, Vehicle may or may not
be subject to repair, Disposition will be made on completion of tests.

NOTE: Dates indicated under pax. 6 and 7 are subject to change dependent upon
approval and release of needed items including test priorities from
higher authority
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A PPME. 1X B

53 Apr 58

D t,. :Ie,' Tv 5t 2 '

.j-3 '.urrot Pin,- - lr.. -. cilization

(--iring into 1/2" wide oporiinm b'aven Turret H Iull)

'l o. Cal --30 A" -2

-*it batwoon turret and hull - no daiiiu, to traversirC operation

2 2P-srecard

5 Iat betvroon turret a.-k hull - ali,-it extra rrosswre needed to manually
ao:rrido small catch xi lefft traverse

Diereu-ard

5 !!it betwoun turrot and hull - no dana&,e to traversing operation

* 6 Rit botweon turre3t arni )hull - no dazna, e to truversilj3 operation

7 ~ Isrogard

6 ~Disrez-ard

Disregard

10 iFrojactile rlancL! eff lc.ror od~u of turret az.' enterod ring atroa no

dammgo to trversirZ ojpcrutiun.

Gal .50 DalI 12

2 .. sro,;ard

3 l~t boteeon ;urrot an! hull - lockoil tirret to lift hand traverso - the 3::,all

tackiveldedi dust rinL, on ';he hull mansuinG 5/16" high x .3/16' thick was shaar.r1

bdy this izapftct andi a s2 ctXif of' tho dust ring 3-1P1j in lentth was petalled

into tho tu;-rot :iunt ringr with suficient Curoe so as to f'orestall left Karilti.

rioveoant of' tho turrot. lioossary to pull turrut f'rom the vehicle to roll-eve

this coil.t iofl.

CON FIDENTIAL
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Rd. No. l .60 API T39

Hit between turret and hull - slight Gxtra pressure weded to manuaily
traverse to the loft on initial try. Very easily overro' and no extra
eff'ort neoded after initial effort wa neded.

2 Diarerard

3 Disregard - Hit I," below hull mounting rine. Soooped up into flat
portion of hull mountinC ring with one-quarter inch hih petals -
No damage to traversing opraticn*

* 4Disr .gard - Hit 3/4" above bottom edre of turret ring with three-eighths
inch bulge. Turret completely looked to left traverse ven the two
damaged areas of rounds 3 & 4 are brought into oontact. This condition
was completely relivod in 5 minutes by use of a oold chisel to relieve
the petalled areas.

5 Hit between tho turret and hull. A 4" section of the hull dust ring
was wedged inlm the turret ring in such a manner as to permit a 34
right traverse and a 2700 left traverse. Turret had to be pulled from
the vehiclo to relieve this oondition.

KO Overhead Attack

cal .60 API T39
Imapacto on~ 1~o So d0 urret

Rd. So.

1 Hit on bottom edge of turret - no hinderance to traversing operaton

2 Hit 3 /" above bottom edge of turret. Bowed bottom edge of turret
dowzard olouing 1/ opening and oompletely looking all traverse
operation of turret* 10 minutes labor with cutting Iff required to

free turret.

3 Dsregard

4 Hit 1" above bottom edge of turret. Bowed turret dust ring downiard
slightly. No hinderawe to turret operation.

5 Hit 5/eO above bottom edge of turet. Bowd bottom edge of turret
dov=w rd and closing l/2 opening and completely lookie& all traverse
operation. 10 minutes labor with out ting toroh required to free turret.

6 Bit 3A/ above bottom edge of turret. Looked turret in left traverse at
point of imqaot. 10 mimtes labor with cutting torch required to free

CONFIDENTIAL
t'P 0 .2 C Iz " ,
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Imaot on Lhohined Edge of Hull

Rd. No.

I it on ledge on hull aid scooped in between hull and turret. Bent hull
dust ring into hook shape Jamming turret in, left traTerse Approximately
.5 hours required to pull turret, cut off dust ring and reassemble turret
-to hull.

150 Ovorh&A4 Attack

20-MM AP 195
Iapaots on Ettam edge of turret

Rd. No.

2 Hit 3/180 above bottom edge or turret. No hinoearnoe to traversing operation.

2 Bit 1/M above bottom ed& of turret, Projectile peztrated turret with
nose keyed in hull. Locked tiwrot to traversing operation. 4 hours
required to pull turret, rem-To lying condition and reamsmble tuaret
to hull.

,NOTE, All shooting in this area was stopped due to the deteriorated oondition of
the hull dust ring.

90 Flank Attack - Left Side

20-mAP L195
Dpaot through Fender to= ito Turret and Hull opening

Hit 1 9-1/L from front edce and 20 belo top edge of box. Projectile
penetrated box and hit 1" below opening between turret and hull.
Projectile scooped up into base of turret closing the 1/' opening
and looking the turret in traverse operation. 15 minutes labor with
cutting torch required to free the turret*

D-3
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15 April 1958

Datailed Firinc Data

Phase II

Drivers Pariscopes M36(T36)

00 obliquity-Normal to the glass

Cal .30 AP M2

Round No. 1 - Hit i" right of center and 1-3/8" below top edge -
50% visibility destroyed - no glass displaced from eye prism

Round No. 2 - Hit 5/8" right of center and 1-13/16" below top edge -

85% visibility destroyed - Maximm length of oraokiZ in plastic
body 3-3/8" - Eye prism cracked but no glass displaced.

16 April L058

Cal .50 AP 12

RouAd No, 1 - Hit 1/8" left of center and 1-5/8" be]ow top edge. Displaced
periscope hatch cover - 100% destruction of visibility - Sheared
plastic body in half. Eye prism badly cracked but no glass dis-
placed.

Round No. 2 - Hit hull and glanced throue tn perisoope 1/B" left of center
and 2" below top edge - cump.. .,'.y sheared plastic body with

100% de.qtruotion of'visibility - Eye prism badly cracked but no

glass displaced.

Round No. 3 - Hit 7/8" right of center and 1-1/" below top edge - 75% visibility
destroyed - 2" x 2-5/8" opening on back of metal frame - maxi

oraoking - 2 2-1/2" irregular crack on right aide - eya prism
cracked but no glass displaced.

Note: This periscope could not be replaced by the driver from
within the vehicle due to petalling of metal case aurrounding

top prism.

Round No. 4 - Hit 1/8" left of center and 1-112" below top edge - opening of
4" on metal case - sheared plastic body - displaced top portion
of periscope - 100% destruction of visibility - eye prism cracked
but no glass displaced.

CONFIDENTIAL
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17 April 1958

15° Overhead Attack

Normal to the glass

20s= AP W95

Wund No. 1 - Hit in center of and 1-1/4" below top edge - 100% destruotion
of visibility - shatttred plastic body down to w.v prism -
Displaced top prism - ,ory fine fragments inside tank, Two
irregularly shaped pieces of glass displaced frc eye prisa
measuring 15/16" x 1/2" and 7/16" x 1/8".

Round MD. 2 - Hit 1/" left of center and 1" below top edge - 100% destruotion
of riuibilty - displaoed top prim - shattered plastio body -
small amount of glass dust entered drivers compartments Sall
piece of glass measuring 3/8" x 1/8" displaced from eye prim
Projectile penetrated top prism oausing a 7/81 z 3" scoop in
the armor behind the prism and locking the drivers osapo hatoh
shut. Twenty minutes labor by tm men using cold ohisels.
homera and wrecking bare were needed to free the drive-Is hatch*

c..2
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.APPL2DI:: D 18 April 1958

Datai led Fii ng Data
Star, I.

Phase III

MWS Ca "'hield

ilreot Flank Attaok-Right Sde,

150 Overhaz I Attack

20-m AP Lq

Round -No. I - Hit bstwen turrot and gun shield - Gun at G' elevation -
Entrance diameter 3/l" x 1" - Projectil' fractured - part in plate -
/20 high petalling - r_ 'Amage to wating operation

Round No. 2 - Hit between turret and gun dield - Guu at 00 elevatior
Etranme diazter 1" x 1" - Prwjectile fraotured - part in plate -
no measurable petalling -do tamle to elevatin operation.

Roiid No. 3 - Hit betwesu turret and eum shield - Gun at 00 elevation -
Entrance diameter 7/8 x 1" - Projectile pentrated gun shield and
passed into Co-AX soope tube - this round wuld have destroyed
scope - no damage to eleat g operation.

Round No. 4 - Hit between turret a. fun , aie l; - Gun at 00 elevation -
&mrawe diameter I 3A x 1' - Projectile fractured - part in
plate - no damage - alevatire operation.

Top of Gun shield
aLrect rlank Attaok
15- Overbead Attao7
20-r AP W5

Round No. 1 - Disregard

Round No. 2 - Disregard

D-1
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APPNDIX E

21 April 1,.

.-Q aL 9Q lDst Data,
S e~e
I i..'. 2.L I;'

!i' Cupola

i- obilizr tion of Cupcla Rir(

,5O Cvorhead Attack

Cal .50 A? L2

Ro.x.nd 'o. I - Hfit at baze of oupola - ni damage to traversizng operatioL

Round N;o. 2 - !!it at bazo of cupola - no eaLge to traversing operation

Round Ne. 3 - Disregard

Round N;. 1 -4 Liregard

Round N,. 5 - Fit at base of cupola - no daare to traversing operation

Round No. 6 - it at base of cupola - no damia.e to traverstnS iperation

Cal .50 All L2

Bound No. 1 - Diare~ard

Rcund No. 2 - ;?isrelard

Round No. 3 - flit at bace of cupola - Projectile penetrated through base,
f-acturod and stuck in mountinr ring onturret top. Cupola
could be traversod to the riht until it met this stuck
ixojctile. Cupola could not bu traversed to the left past
this piece of projectile. One hour was required to pull the
cupola and clear race rinre usin, a hamer, and cold-chisel.

Round No. 4 - Hit at base of cupola - no damajy to traveruing operation

Round No. 5 - Hit at base of cupola - no damage to traversing operation

Rou'i No. 6 - Hit at base of oupola - nodage to traversinM operation

22 April 1958
Cal .60 API T39

Round go. I - . /" above base qf cuola - cupola completely locked in
poeitlun - -. / ?I' section of dust. ring di placod rromw oupoli, ind
lodged against ring or ttrret roof - retaining ring or underuide_
of cupola bowed 3/4" downoard. Cupola was pulled from turret, bowed
and damaCed area flame out from aupola. and! cupola replaced and

, ,, operating satisfactorily. ove hour.

CONFIDENTIAL
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PaCe" 2

cal .6 API T39

Bound No. 2 - Hit 7/84 above base of oupola - oompletely looked oupola in
traverse - a bow with a length ot j4 inaher alorg the eordlin.
3,W' cbep rosultol fra th a impaot. No effot was made to
repair cupola.

N E2
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APPENIX F

- t*it 25 Aril 1)53

Pacoe V

L'I Co-.:-); der's Cupola

150 Ovorhoad Attack

Cal .50 AP L2

Round Yo 1 - lit >-3/" from left edge and 1-1/B" below tp edge -

Projectile penetrLted block - five large irregularly shaped
piecos of glass masiwine 3" x 1-l/4"1 4 " x 1-1/A"; 2-1A" x 1";
2 x 1-/2"! 2" x 7/8" displaced from rear. Numoroua pin hole
penetrations in cardboard back-up raterlal.

Round No. 2 - Hit 3-1/2" from left edge and 1-1/2" below top edge -
Projectile stuck in top of vision block frame - large piece of
glass 4" x 1-7/8" dIsplacod from roar - most of glass retained
by mastic layers in mtal case - no fraGmnts penetrated card-
board back-up material.

Cal .50 Ball U2

Round No. 1 - Hit 4" from left edge and 1-1/24 below top e dge -
Projectile jacket stripped from cove - cave penetrated vision
block - part of jacket retained in glass - three large pieces of
glass displaced from rear moasurine 5-1/2" x 1-7/8"1 5-7/8" x 1-7/8"1
3-7/8" x 1-7/1" - numerous fine glass fragments displaced.

Cal .50 A? V2(reduced charges estimated U.V. 2500 fpe)

,/o Shield

Round No, I - Hit 4-1/8" from loft edge and 1-1 " below top ede.
Projectile lodged in block. Two large fragments 4" x 1-7/8"

c4 .splacedfom rear with numerous small fragments and powdered glass.

w/2t a Id

Rtound No. 2 - Hit 9" from left edge and 1-1/4" below top edge. Projectile
penetrated '.Look - four large fragiments masuring 4-1/2" x 1-7/&'$
3-1/2" x -7/8"1 3-5" x 1-7/" and 2-3/4" x 1-7/8" displaced
from rear - cardboard penetrated by frapents - shield destroyed.
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24 April 1958

Cal .30 A? le w/o -Sield

Round go. I - Ht 4" frmc left edge and 1-5/8" r rom top edge
Projectile scooped with top edge of fao mounting ring -
displaced a row ins glass traponts from rear of block.

cal .30 AP M2 v/3ild

Round No. 2 - it 3-7/8" from left edge and 1-1/4" below top edge*
Pro, ottle scooped into top edge or faoe mounting ring - displaced
a few fine glass ragments from rear of block - no tra etts passed
experimental shield in roar of block.

Cal .50 AP U2

00 Attack

w/Sheld

Round No. 1 - Disregard

Round No. 2 - Disregard

Round No. 3 - Hit 4" fr left .e and 1" below top edge
Projectile did : etrate block - numerous small
rrasnle vispa . I c. rear of block - shield ootained &11

25 Ajri 1 1)58

,w/o Shield

Romd No. 4 - Hit 4-l/140 from left edge and 1" below top edge -
Projectile did not penetrate block - nm~sroua snall framats
displaced ercm rear of block.

CONFIDENTIAL
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D1TIL TEST IDTA
Sta-e 1.
PHASE VI

W1 Capola

Splash Around Machine Gun Openin

Direct Frontal Attack

Cal .30 Ball N2

25 April 1958

Round No. 1 - Disregard

Round No. 2 - isregard

Round No. 3 - Disregard

Round No. 4 - Hit on forwrd edge of machine gun barrel support tube
on right side of gn - oonoontrated blast pattern tore
Kraft paper 7" in direct line with point of impact -
one lp4" - one 31U" and .34 L 1/AR holes in paper from.
fragynts.

Round No. 5 - Hit on forward edge of machine gun barrel support tube
on right side of isun - one 1" and one 1/ hole + 57 L l/W"
pin holes from fragments counted on paper. Projectile hit
locking strap on nmchine ,,un ballistic ring& shearing strap
md bending ballistic ring out of line.

Between RD 1'ntlet & Cupola Front

Direct Flonk Attack - Left Side

und No. 1 - Disregard

Round No. 2 - Hit in opening between 11 mantlet and forward edge ef cupola -
Looked MG ompletely in elevation and d eproesion operation#
15 minutes required to free kaying condition using hamers and
cold chisels,

G-1
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Opening -e~e otmEjo of Ir mgmtet and Cupola Bottom

Bewe Boto E dJ m

W1 :in baximm El. vatloa

Direct Frontal Attack

Ca.l .3O Ball 10

Round No. 1 - Hit in opening on under side of 3 mantlet and cupola bottom -
ompletely shredded Kraft paper placed behind opening.

Round No. 2 - Hit in opening on under side of IV rmantlet and opola bottom -
ocmpletely destroyed Kraft paper placed behind opening.

Round ". 3 - Disregard

Rouad No. 4 - Hit in opening on under side of MG mantlat and oola bottom -
completely destroyed Kraft paper placed behind opting.

Splah Test Aound Hatch Cover Seam

900 Flank Attack - Left Side

Cal .30 Ball M

Round No. 1 - mt 10-5/8" above bottom edge - no splash in cupola

Round No. 2 - Disr-igsrd

Round No. 3 - Disrevard

Round No. 4 - Hit 8-1/8" above bottom ede no splash in cupola

Round No. 5 - Hit 7-1/8" above bottom edge - no splash in cupola.

Splash Test at Seam at Bottom of Htoah cover

Cal .30 Bani me

Round No. 1 * Hit 1-1/8" right of left edge of hatch on bottom edge -

5/M_ hole in fragment ring on base of oupola - two 3/4- one
58 - four L 11i" fraguent holes in Kraft paper - out rubber

eal.

R tnd No, 2 - Hit 1-3/4" right of left edge of hatch on bottom edge -
Displaoed bottom portion of rubber ring - one I" - 62 L 1/8'
frapant holes in Kraft paper,.

G-2
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Dtallc!d T_,:;t IX- trt
S'TALL' I.

?IWE VII

BALLISTIC TESTS OF ARMOR

PROJECT NO. _I5-M DATE 0 F TEST 30 .'
N(O4INAL ACTUAL

PLATE NO. HEAT NO. TRICKNESS 'i'HICKNESS (AVG).

BRINr.E.L EAR1NESS ...... CIFPARPY DMACT AT -4C F FT LBS

PROSCTCLE aliber .50 AP Ue PLATE OBLIQUITy 350

Mohine (kn Mantlet - Direat Frontal Attak - 150 OVerbSld l "AV

NO _ VnLOCvT" P1F. RATION RESULT - AR4OR REULT - PROJBCTIIE
1 lost fl(p) Mce- Scoop it" x " Shattered

Rear - No bulge

2 Lost PP(.) Face - Scoop - 5/8" x 1*2" - PIP
7/8" Crack - Rear - No bulge

2797 PP(p) Face - Scoop - 2Sh" x attered
Rear - No bulge

4 2870 PP(p) Face - Scoop l" x 5/8" - ShatteridTwo cracks 7/A' x 1"

Rear - No bulge

* No potection Ballistic Limit obtained - High PP(p) 2870 fps

Direct Flank Attack
150 Overhead Firing - Right Side - 42b Obl.

2853 PP(p) Face - Scoop 1-7/18"x7/8" - Shattered
I Rear - .No bulge

* No prooction Ballistic Limit obtained - High Pp) - 2853 fps.

Direct Flank Attaok

150 0'read Firing - Right Side - 420 Obl.
20c AP U95

2 2366 "K'p) !Face - scoop 1-3A " x718x5/8" Shattered
Rear - Slight bulge - no
oraoking.
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BALLISTIC TESTS OF ARMOR

in cupola No. 88
DETAILED DATA

PROJECT NCI * __ ATV OF TEST 3D April 1958
NCK4IMAL ACTUAL

PLATE Nu. H_____ EAT NO. __THICOMS _____THICB]G (AV)___

BRINY(E-L ELMDNESS __________ CIAFCy impACT AT -40 F _____FT S

PhJCLE Caliber .50_A l PLATE OBLIQU;ITY _350

1&Oldifl Gun Uaztlot -Dlzeot Fproqt1 ttaok -150 Ovrhead Firing

RD STRIKINGIV
NO VELOCITY PV2IERATI0N RM3ULT- AJ4OIR IMULT - IRJL Tl

2 2620 PPMp Fao. - soop 2" 3-Dia NIP
Rear - Slight bulge. No
craoicir3.

3 2863 PPWp htoe-Scoop 1-7~ 1tx-1/2 a - bu~ F NIP
Roar - Slight bulge. So
Graoking.

4 2929 PPp) Fto - scoop 2 x Ir attered
Rear - Slight bulge. No

No prot otion Dalia Idmit obtaizd -High PP) 29fp

1ttoh Covr - Direat Rear 15* Overhead Firing
2(0ua A? )*5

1 2858 PP(p) Fsoe - scoop 2-1/8"X1 B- Du F NIP
Jbar -Slidtt bulge - n

2 2841 PP(p) Y&" - Sooop2*A x li
Be" - SU gbt b ulge
No oracing

*o ] r at tion B&ll±j oLimit obtaitd - High PF() )2 858 fp.
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DETAILED T"ST DATA
M13 - CUPOLAS

PIASE I

Bullet Splaz h
cal .50 W OpeninG

Direct Frontal Attack
cal .30 Ball 9

Round No. 1 - Hit 3/1" above U0 Barrel support at 11 o'clock
Displaced 1-3/4 2 x 3/8" piece of external ballistio ring
No fra~nts entered cupola.

Round No. 2 - Hit at opening between MG barrel support and external
ballistic ring at 9 o'clock - No fraMnt3 in cupola.

Round No. 3 - rAeregard

Round No. 4 - Disregard

Round No. 5- lsreeard

Round No. 6 - Disregard

Round No. 7 - Disregard

Round No. 8 - Hit at opening between exterior ballistic ring and MG craalo -

No fraGmnts in Cupola.

OPENING AT BOTTOU O MG CRADLE & CUPOLA RING
is - MaImI LEVATION

Round No. 1 - Hit 1" above opening on bottom edge of cradle - Destroyed Kraff paper

HATCH OPEN-IG SRAO - 90 FLANK ATTACK

Round No. 1 - Hit 3-5/8" above bottom and 3/16" right of beam - 2 holes < l/"
5 holes < 1/"

Bound No. 2 - Disregard

Rund No. 3 - Disregard

Round No. 4.- Hit l-IA2" above bottom jd/e & on seem - 1 hole 3/4's 3 holes
<2/24j 4& holes (11"s 14~ holes <1/0". Beat 3-31.. section

of dust shield on hatch.

Round No. 5 - Disrcea4

Round No. 6 - Diereord

Round No. 7 - Disregard

CONFIDENTIAL
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D,:tail '1 T:st Data
PHASE II

Bullet Splash with Special Splash Guards
Cal 30 Ball M - Opening at Bottom of cradle & Cupola Ring

WGr-1aximnum dlevation-Uirect rrontal Attack

Round We 1 - Hit 3/8" above opening - destroyed KrafCt paper

Round No. 2 - Hit directly in opening - destroyed Kraft paper

4 Turns in Depression-under 11aximum Elevation

Round No. 3- Hit 1" abore opening - 1 hole 5/16", 1 hon l/"; 22 holes <1/16"
in rraft paper.

300 Overhoad Attack

Oponin& between top of J3 cradle and Cupola top
Ul-Maximum Depression

Round No. 1 - Disregard

kound No. 2 - flit on top of cradle and glanced into opening - destroyod Kraft paper

Opening at bottom of Cradle & Cupola
w/Aluninum Splash Guard in Place

LIG-Maximum Elevation

Round No. 1 - Hit on opening - destroyed Kraft paper - bent aluminum splash -uard

Round No. 2 - Hit 1-A4" above opening - 11 holes <1/8", 11 holes <1/16" in Kraft
paper.

Round No. 3 - Hit 3/L" abovo opening - destroyed Kraft paper - badly bent aluminum
shield.

Opening at Bottom edge of Hatch & Cupola Base
Special Splash Guards & Aluminum g~ield

Round No. 1 - Disregard

Round No. 2 - Jisrogard

Round No. 3 - Pit on opening - I hole 1/8"1 30 holes <1/16" in Kraft paper
bent aluminum splash shield.

Round No. 4 - Hit on edge of ring - No splash in cupola

Round No. 5 - Disretard

Round No. 6 - nit on edge of ring - No vplash-in oupola.

4j-1 7F
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Dctailed Teat Data
IHASS III

ThMOB ILIZATION

M3 Cradle
Cal,.30 AP IQ

90c Plank Attack

Round No. 1 - Disregard

Round No. 2 - Hit 3/8" below frame and scooped into aide of cradle - no hinderanoe
to elevating or depreasing operation.

Round No. 3 - Hit on forward edge of frame anil scooped into side of cradle -

no damage to elevitin or depressin& operation.

300 Flank Attaok

Round No. 1 - Hit at oponing between cradle and frame - Looked cradle in elevation
and depression.

Cupola Base Ring
Hold dom bolt. tightened to 85 lbs torque

900 Plank *taok-Cal .30 LP M2

Round No. 1 - Hit on base ring - no damage to traverse

Round No. 2 - Hit on base ring - no dauage to traverse - grinding noise present
when traversing cupola.

Round No. 3 - Hit on base rine - no damage to traverse - increased grinding noise.

Round No. 4- Hit on base ring - increased grinding noise - cupola harder to
traverse.

Round No. 5 - Hit on base rine - manual traverse looked to 7j ° R & 7jo L.

900 Flank - Ml .50 AP N2

Round No. 1 - Bit on base ring - Looked oupo!a in position

i 3 CONFIDENTIAL
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APPEIMIX L

Detailed Test Data
PEASE IV

Rosistance-to-Penotration
Direct Flank - Rigt Side

Above Vision Block - Cal .30 AP X2

Rd.
No. wlooity(fps) CPp Renarks

2535 Disregard
2 2623 PP(P) No dzaage
3 3130 PP(P) SliLlat bulge on rear

4 3257 PP(P) 3liCht bulge on roar
5 3350 PP(P) Large blge - Fine hair cracks

No BL(P-) obtained - Hi PP(P) - 3430 fpa.

Cal .50 AP U?

2705 Disregard
2 Lost CP)ED a5/8 x 5/8
3 Lost - Disrog&ard
4 25L48 cP(P) ED a 5/~B x IAN
'5 2257 PP(P) IArgo bulge - PNnchinm Started

6 2331 PP(P) Large bulgo - Fine cracking
7 2403 Disregard

8 2401 PP(P) Largo bulge - No cracking
9 2480 CP(P) ED a 12 " x 1A

*10 2U45 PP(P) Large bulge - No cracking

oProtection Ballistio Limit - 2463 fp.

Cupola Roof
150 Overhead Attaok

Cal .50 AP N

1 2732 PP(P) No bulge on rear

2 2791 PP(P) uo bulge on rear
3 2864 Pp(P) No bulge on rear

*No BL(P) cbmuined -Hi PP(P) a 28614 fps.

Comander Hatch
150 Overhead Att&ok

Cal .50 AP N2

S1929 PP(P) Uedium bulge - No cracks

2 2063 pp(P) Medium bulge - No oraoks
3 Lost PP(P) Medium bulte - No cracks

4 Lost PP(P) Medium bulge - No cracks
52606 cP5;:
6 cP(P1 ED3fl~7 2336 Medium bulge - No ormoka

7 P(P) PLrge bulge - Hair cracks
3au o ,1CfNFID LimAt L-

s'rot~oton CO'IFIDENTIAL



APPENDIX M

Distribution

COPY NO. NAAE :-,D ADDRESS NO. COPIES

Chief of Ordnance
Department of the Army
Washington 25, D. C.

3 ATTN: ORDTW 1
4 ORDIT 1

Commanding Officer
Diamond Ord Fuze Laboratory
Washington 25, D. C.

5 ATTN: Tech Ref Section 1

Commanding General
Ordnance Tank-Automotive Command
Center Line, Michigan

6 ATTN: ORDMC - REM.1 1
7 ORDMIC - RRD.2 1

ORDME - RRS.3 1
ORDMC - RET.3 1

tO ORDMC - RET.1 1
12 ORDMX - AA 1

Commanding Officer
Watertown Arsenal
Watertown 72, Mass.

12 ATTN: Materials Rng Lab 1

Commanding General
Frankford Arsenal
Philadelphia 37, Pa

13 ATTN: Reports Group 1

Commanding General
Crd Tank-Automotive Command
1501 Beard Street
Detroit 9, Michigan

14 AiN. ORDMC - FM 1

Canadian Army Staff
2450 Massachusetts Ave., N. W.
Washington 8, D, C.

15, 16 THRU: OCO-ORDGU-SE 2

Ministz- of Supp.y Staff
British Joint Svcs Mission
1800 K Stree-," N. W.
Washington, D. C.

17, 18 THRU: OCO-ORDGU-SE 2

H-I



COPY NO. NAME AND ADDRESS NO. COPIES

Commander
Armed Services Tech Inf Agency
Arlington Station19 thru ?.8 Arlington 12, Virginia 10

CONARC Liaison Office29, 30, 31 Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. 3

Technical Library
0 Aberdeen Proving Ground, M. Original1 

1 Reference
2 

1 Record
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